We consider whether, given a locally compact abelian group G and two Banach G-modules X and Y, every G-module homomorphism from X into Y is continuous. Discontinuous homomorphisms can exist only when Y has submodules on which G acts by scalar multiplication. They are also associated with discontinuous convariant forms on X so if either of these are absent them all G-module homomorphisms are continuous.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper G is a locally compact abelian group. DEFINITION 
A Banach G-module is a Banach space X with a map (g, JC) -> gx of G X X into X such that (i) x -» gx is linear onl(ge G). (ϋ) g(hx) = (gh)x (g, Λ e G, x <Ξ X\ (iii) ex = x (JC e X, e is the identity element of G). (iv) There is a # <Ξ R with
Note that we do not require any continuity of the map (g, x) -» gx in g-in fact in most of the paper we will be treating G as a discrete group.
A Gsubmodule of X is a closed linear subspace X Q of X with gx e Jf 0 (g e G, x ^ Jf 0 ). The G-module X is sra/tfr if for each g ^ G there is λ(g) e C with gx = λ(g)x (g e G, JC e X). If X # {0} then λ(e) = 1, MgA) = λ(g)λ(Λ) and |λ(g)| < #. Applying this last inequality to g n (n e Z) we see |λ(g)| = 1 so λ is a character and mild continuity hypotheses on g «-» gx would imply that λ is continuous. DEFINITION 
Let X, Y be Banach G-modules. Then S: X -> Γ is a G-module homomorphism if it is linear and S(gx) = g5'(x)(g e G, x ^ X).
If y is a scalar module then S^gx) = λ(g) ^(JC) and we say that S is λ-covariant. In the special case when λ = 1 is the trivial character we say S is invariant. When 7=Cwe call S &form.
Invariant and covariant forms are related in many cases because if S is a λ covariant form on X and T: X -* X is a linear map with
x). When Xis a G-module of functions on which G acts by translation such a Γis given by (Ta)(h) = λ(h)~ιa(h).
The main result of this paper [Theorem 4.1] is that if S is a G-module homomorphism of X into Y then the separating set of S is the direct sum of finite number of scalar G-submodules of Y. This is proved by methods similar to [1] involving identifying certain intersections of ranges (Σci g^Y where the a t e C. Our method for doing this depends on doing it first of all for Y = /°°(G) and to achieve it there we need some results on difference operators which are given in §2.
2. Two Lemmas. Throughout this section R n is partially ordered by the product order (except that x < y means x t < y t for all i) and α,iER" with a < b. For x e R n we put |x| = maxlx^. The standard basis vectors of R" are denoted by e l9 ... ,e n . If X^GR", a < x -h < x < x + h < b and g is a complex valued function on (α, b) we define
Abusing notation Δ,g is a function of x and we have Δ^Δ^g = Δ^Δ^g. Proof. We prove the results by induction on n. When n = 1 we see that if we have any three points in (a, b) in arithmetic progression and g is zero at two of them it is zero at the third. Hence g is zero at all points in (a, b) of the form (1 -λ)u + λv where λ = T s t (s, t e Z). By continuity g is zero throughout (a, b).
Suppose the result holds whenever n = k and g satisfies the hypotheses for n = k 4- 
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If Yis a Banach G-module, a e l\G) then we define and Yis a left module over the Banach algebra l\G). (/ -bf)~ι* Dj*g is of this form so that the decomposition (f) shows that / satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 and so / is of the form ΣA^x) cosh x. + B t (x) sinh x i on E so that y = T*f=0onE because the support of Γ is {0} and (/ -Df)(Aj(x) cosh Xj + Bj(x) sinh xj) = 0. Thus, if a e I 0 (E) Π 2 we have (ay) = a y = 0 because a is a function in 3) with support in E and so αy = 0.
Taking an infinitely differentiable approximate identity in l}(G) with support -> E we see that / 0 (£) Π ^ is I 1 dense in / 0 (£) and so, since the product ay is continuous in a we see ay = 0 for all # ^ 7 0 (is) and hence J> e Y(E).
(iii) Consider now the case in which G = Z w , g l5 ... ,g n are its generators and Y is an arbitrary Banach G-module. For the converse if Φ is a discontinuous χ-covariant form on X and y Φ 0 lies in a scalar submodule then S'(Λ:) = φ(Λ:)^isa discontinuous G-module homomorphism. 1 < p < oo) where G is an extension of a locally compact abelian group by a discrete group with uncountably infinite torsion free rank or p = 2 and G is compact and weakly polythetic, there are no discontinuous translation invariant forms on X [2 and 7] and hence, by the remarks after Definition 1.2, no discontinouus χ-covariant forms for any χ e G. Thus, if Y is a continuous Banach G-module then every G-module homomorphism X -> Y is continuous.
The results in this paper can be extended to the case of G-modules which satisfy Definition 1.1 with (iv) replaced by (iv)' For each g e G there is K e R and an integer k with 
